The full schedule who will present "Resilient transportation networks: Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Saurabh Amin, beverages and cookies at 3:30 p.m. with 9 in 290 Hearst Memorial Mining Building at 4 p.m., with

The ITS Transportation Seminar will resume Friday, Sept. 9:

- "...will be a first step towards a larger and more permanent..." The majority of the 2016-17 funds will go to the other units. The increase in our core funding to be divided among the four ITS

This year, the State initially allocated about $900K for UCLA’s ITS status with the University of California Office of the

This victory came after more than a year and a half of hard

President (UCOP) this year through our successful budget

This year, the State budget (SB 826) includes a $3 million

Institute's creation in 1947, we have successfully

...increase in our core funding to be divided among the four ITS

...than a year and a half of hard

...and despite growing needs and several attempts

...of ITS statewide and

...sufficient, especially considering the size of ITS statewide and

...so the

...adjustment that also considers inflation.

...this effort a success. At ITS, Tom West and Laura Melendy

...involving several key leadership staff on campus and

...This victory came after more than a year and a half of hard

...labour and student enrolment... our research, teaching, library and tech transfer, became nearly

...500 percent inflation since 1947. Thus,

...sustaining our four core missions of

...monitoring, providing advice to the State, building partnerships and ultimately new

...new funds. With your help, I

...with many of you on innovative ways we can grow and deliver

...and sustain a healthy organization, I look forward to working

...ensure the new funds are put to good use — so the

...Department of Finance agrees to increased and ongoing

...instrumental in crafting a UC-wide strategy, which made it all

...work. We are very grateful to Kieran Flaherty, Emily Rader and

...with the State legislature, enabling meetings with dozens of Senators,

...Moskowitz from the Government Relations office, who did an

...been incredibly hard to succeed. I also want to thank Michelle

... Without their hard work and ability to assemble the

...legislative, assembly members in Sacramento, Department of

...invested countless hours in meetings with UCOP, the

...with ITS last few years has been difficult.

...the ITS Library on Disrupting Mobility. Stay tuned for

...the ITS Library will be hosting a hackathon Sept. 2-4 in the

...will evolve in

...will present "Resilient transportation networks: Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Saurabh Amin,

...successfully

...with the State legislature, enabling meetings with dozens of Senators,
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